RRS List of School Supplies

All grades **must bring the following:**

- A backpack (your child may use their day school backpack) for carrying RRS supplies
- 2 *kippot* with clips required for boys and suggested for girls
- 1 zippered pouch or pencil box labeled with child’s name containing: 3 sharpened pencils with erasers
- 1 box of tissues (labeled “RRS”) to be stored and shared
- 1 two-pocket folder labeled with child’s name for homework
- OPTIONAL: 1 package of Crayola washable magic markers, 3 pens, 1 pair of child’s scissors, 2 glue sticks, and 2 yellow highlighters

*Kochavim through Atid* (Grades 2-7) should additionally bring the following:

A 2” loose-leaf 3-ring binder with pockets on the inside of the front/back covers, containing 5 write-on dividers (made from heavier weight cardstock) and loose-leaf paper